Easy to Work With

Stops Noise

Stops Smells

Stops Suds

Stops Vermin

Dekfit
GrateMate
No more Waste
Grate Problems!

Floor Grates in domestic bathrooms, kitchens
and laundries.
Commercial kitchens and laundries.
Quick and easy to install

Fits both 80 & 100mm grates

www.deks.com.au

Easy to Work With

Fits both 80/100mm grates
How to fit:
1. If fitting into an 80mm grate, trim cone to the 80mm mark with sharp scissors or Stanley knife. For 100mm
grates, simply fit product into waste grate without trimming.
2. Lift grate lid and insert Dekfit GrateMate so that it sits just below the top of the grate. Where there is an
internal grate, fit the Dekfit GrateMate below ther level of the grate.
3. Remove Dekfit GrateMate and check water mark on the poly pipe to ensure that at least 50mm of the
pipe is sitting in the water in the ‘S’ trap *.
4. Replace Dekfit GrateMate and fit grate back into place. †
*

If no water mark is visable, the waste pipe is probably longer than usual and the longer poly pipe will be needed to improve sound reduction. Measure from
grate to below water level to determine length of pipe required. (20mm ID diam. pvc or poly pipe is available at plumbing and hardware stores).

†

If the Dekfit GrateMate is sitting too high to allow the grate to be replaced properly, simply trim the poly pipe so that at least 50mm sits in the water in the ‘S’
trap.

Retrofitable in minutes

Applications
•

Floor grates in domestic bathrooms,
kitchens and laundries.

•

Commercial kitchens and laundries.

•

More uses in gymnasiums, schools,
canteens, kiosks, restaurants, shower
blocks, hotels, high rise apartments,
surgeries and hospitals.
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